ECG machine QTc intervals are inaccurate in hemodialysis patients.
Nephrologists need effective screening tools to identify hemodialysis patients at elevated risk for sudden cardiac death, the leading cause of death in this population. QTc intervals longer than 450 ms in males and 470 ms in females, measured by the gold standard tangent method (trueQTc), are prolonged and increase sudden cardiac death in healthy populations and patients with long QT syndrome. We performed a retrospective ECG and chart review of hemodialysis patients. Our first objective was to determine if machine-measured QTc intervals (macQTc) could be used to identify dialysis patients with prolonged trueQTc. Our second objective was to determine at what macQTc could prolonged trueQTc be confidently diagnosed. macQTc differed from the trueQTc by an average of 16.54 ms, and by at least 20 ms in 46.8, 36.1, 53.6, 50.0 and 57.1% of all, short-hours daily hemodialysis, intermittent conventional hemodialysis, frequent nocturnal hemodialysis and intermittent nocturnal hemodialysis patients, respectively. The positive predictive value, negative predictive value, sensitivity and specificity of prolonged macQTc predicting prolonged trueQTc was 57.6, 92.6, 79.1 and 81.8%, respectively. Thus, macQTc is inaccurate at predicting the gold standard trueQTc in hemodialysis patients. macQTc greater than 480 ms in hemodialysis patients predicts trueQTc prolongation with a positive predictive value of 95.2%, but with a low sensitivity of 32.3%. In hemodialysis patients, ECG macQTc intervals are insufficiently sensitive or specific to predict prolonged trueQTc intervals, unless >480 ms.